Phased adenine tracts in double-stranded RNA do not induce sequence-directed bending.
Tracts of four to six adenines phased with the DNA helix produce a sequence-directed bending of the helix axis. Here, using gel electrophoresis and electron microscopy (EM), we have asked whether a similar motif will induce bending in a duplex RNA helix. Single-stranded RNAs were transcribed either from short synthetic DNA templates or from Crithidia fasciculata kinetoplast bent DNA, and the complementary single-stranded RNAs were annealed to produce duplex RNA molecules containing blocks of four to six adenines. Electrophoresis on polyacrylamide gels revealed no retardation of the RNAs containing phased blocks of adenines relative to duplex RNAs lacking such blocks. Examination by EM showed most of the molecules to be straight or only slightly bent. Thus, in contrast to DNA duplexes, phased adenine tracts do not induce sequence-directed bending in double-stranded RNA. Analysis of the distribution of molecule shapes for the highly bent C. fasciculata DNA showed that the adenine blocks do not act cooperatively to induce DNA bending and that the molecules must equilibrate between a spectrum of bent shapes.